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This thesis examines the rhetoric of modern day far-right movements such as PEGIDA in 

Germany and the Alt-Right in Germany with previous hate groups of the early 20th century in 

both countries. Due to the fact that these groups have had their most active days rather recently, 

historians have not delved into this topic much as of yet. Additionally, little has been written 

about the common rhetoric and ideas of these groups in the United States and Germany in a 

transnational context. These two countries have had fundamentally different experiences in the 

20th century and both have a different approach to dealing with the memory of atrocities 

committed by both countries in the past. Yet both countries are dealing with extremely similar 

groups which tout nearly identical rhetoric. The rhetoric that these groups use today strongly 

resembles the rhetoric touted by groups such as the Nazis in Germany and the Ku Klux Klan in 

the United States in the early 20th century. Connecting the hate groups of today with their 

philosophical predecessors lays open a legacy of hate which has been weaponized for centuries 

in order to pass their own political agenda. The thesis analyzes the rhetorical connections of 
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these movements with each other and their past counterparts along the lines of immigration, 

religion, as well as gender dynamics. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In August of 2017 there was a rally in Charlottesville, Virginia. The purpose of this rally was to 

demonstrate against the removal of statues that depicted several prominent leaders of the 

Confederate States of America during the American Civil War. Earlier that year the city council 

of Charlottesville voted to remove a statue depicting General Robert E. Lee, as well as a statue 

portraying “Stonewall” Jackson. The plans to remove these statues was met with heavy 

resistance from various far-right groups and movements under the guise of wanting to preserve 

Confederate heritage. The biggest group that attended these protests was the so-called Alt-Right. 

The Alt-Right is a conglomerate of various far-right beliefs with no centralized tenants or 

manifesto. Additionally, they do not have a central leading figure despite having a few prominent 

and influential key figures.1  

Similarly, ever since the Winter of 2014 Germany has seen frequent demonstrations 

against the influx of refugees, primarily Muslim refugees. At first these demonstrations seemed 

unrelated; however, both were committed to preserve the local cultures and both issue a 

xenophobic rhetoric. In fact, the rhetoric touted by central key figures of both movements, as 

well as the overall goals of both movements are eerily similar. This thesis will compare and 

analyze the rhetoric of both movements along the lines of what it means to be White in both 

countries and compare the rhetoric of those modern movements with similar movements from 

the past. The fact that these kinds of movements find success in both Germany and the U.S. at 

around the same time is rather fascinating. The history and political atmosphere in Germany that 

1 Hawley, George. “The Alt-Right: What Everyone Needs to Know.” Oxford University Press 2019. 8/9 

1
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came from the experiences of the 20th century was rather different from the United States. Yet 

both countries face far-right movements that share certain goals for their respective country 

which originate in ideas championed by far-right groups in the early 20th century.  

Even with no centralized tenants or manifesto, there are several key components that the 

Alt-Right does possess that allow for a definition. According to Political Scientist George 

Hawley, “the Alt-Right views identity as the foundation of politics, and race as a key element of 

identity. It rejects the now dominant notion that race is a social construct rather than a legitimate 

biological category, and it views the future success of Whites as its predominant goal.”  1 

Additionally, this movement has made immigration its primary concern, according to their 

philosophy immigration is an existential threat to majority-White societies. 1  Their ultimate goal 

in the United States is to reduce the number of non-Whites. While there is no concrete plan at 

hand how to accomplish this goal, they differ from previous White Nationalist movements such 

as the 1970’s-era Ku Klux Klan subscribed to a theory of a pending genocidal race war as 

depicted in The Turner Diaries.  

Richard Spencer, an influential leading figure of the Alt-Right community, suggests 

“peaceful ethnic cleansing.” While it is unclear how Spencer would accomplish this task, by 

adopting the comparative German-U.S. framework of this thesis, his politics come into focus: for 

example, the night that Donald J. Trump was elected as president, Spencer celebrated by 

chanting “Heil Trump” and posing with a Nazi salute.2  

2 “‘Hail Trump!’: Richard Spencer Speech Excerpts,” YouTube Video, The Atlantic, November 21, 2016, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1o6-bi3jlxk. 
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Richard Spencer described himself as a White Nationalist. White Nationalism can be 

defined as protectionism for Whites and their cultures.3 In essence, the goal of White 

Nationalists, who sometimes go by the term Identitarians, which is a euphemistic umbrella term 

that White Nationalists and White Supremacists use, seek to have a White ethno-state that 

excludes non-Whites. Most modern White Nationalists see all non-Jewish Europeans and their 

descendants as White.  3   This view of Europeans and Whites to be an interchangeable term is a 

rather recent phenomenon, and only persists in the United States, whereas in the past, this term 

was not applicable to certain European groups such as the Irish for example or Slavs in the 

United States. This uniquely American view contrasts directly with this kind of thinking in 

European countries. European Nationalist often draw the lines much more sharply between 

different ethnic groups, even people who, by white U.S. standards would qualify as white. 

German Nationalists, for example, do not think along the same lines as Americans do. To this 

day there is still much resentment towards eastern Europeans, Mediterraneans and Catholics in 

general.  

This thesis will explore the White Nationalist rhetoric of the Alt-Right and of PEGIDA 

and analyze how the rhetoric of past far-right movements in both countries has evolved in both 

countries along different lines. It is also to be noted that not all members of the Alt-Right are 

White Nationalists.4 This was especially true during 2015 and 2016 when it was not yet clear 

what the goals of the majority of the Alt-Right were, some people called themselves Alt-Right 

despite not having any White Nationalist sentiment but because they were part of a counter 

                                                           
3 Hawley, George. “The Alt-Right: What Everyone Needs to Know.” Oxford University Press 2019. 12/13 
4 Hawley, George. “The Alt-Right: What Everyone Needs to Know.” Oxford University Press 2019. 11 
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culture against political correctness.4 However, the focus point of this thesis is on the members 

of the Alt-Right who harbor White Nationalist sentiment. These people sometimes refer to 

themselves as Identitarians. However, they have used the term Alt-Right for such a significant 

amount of time due to the fact that it used to be more of a label as compared to a political 

ideology thus concealing their ideology from the public, albeit temporarily. Regardless, this 

thesis will focus on the members of the Alt-Right who do harbor White Nationalist or White 

Supremacist sentiments. 

The Nazi imagery was not isolated to Spencer’s celebration. There were swastika flags 

flying during the “Unite the Right Rally” in Charlottesville while the crowd chanted “Jews will 

not replace us!” These protestors were not peaceful either. One of the protestors drove his car 

into a crowd of counter-protestors resulting in the death of a young woman named Heather 

Heyer. When this news was spread around the world, they were met with shock. The fact that 

this flag was flown in one of the major participants responsible for toppling the Nazi regime in 

1945 shocked Germans who found that this imagery was extremely bizarre.5  

However, around the same time, and for a few years before this rally was held, there were 

protests of similar nature in Germany. The purpose of these rallies was to protest the influx of 

refugees from the Middle East. The protests were staged by an organization of the acronym 

PEGIDA, which stands for Patriotische Europaer gegen die Islamisierung des Abendlandes, or in 

English, Patriotic Europeans against the Islamization of the Occident. Since the winter of 2014 

                                                           
5 Shuster, Simon. “Charlottesville Protests: Germany Sees Echoes of History.” Time. Time, August 14, 2017. 

https://time.com/4900385/charlottesville-nazi-kkk-swastika-germany-reaction/. 
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there have been protests held by this organization in Dresden, Germany, as well as other 

European cities. 

The major factor that differentiates PEGIDA from the events in Charlottesville is that the 

organizers of the rallies have been attempting to distance themselves from past Nationalist 

movements such as the German National Socialists from the 1930’s and 1940’s. However, these 

attempts have been dubious at best and may not have been in best faith. An example that 

demonstrates that these attempts have been rather dubious would be the incident when the 

founder of the organization Lutz Bachmann was posing as Adolf Hitler on Facebook in 2015, he 

subsequently stepped down, but was reinstated as leader of PEGIDA later on.6  

The seeming admiration for Hitler from both Bachmann and Spencer heavily suggest that 

their ultimate goal for their respective societies is to have some kind of fascist state with a strong 

leader on top. Fascism is a governing system that is centered around a powerful leader who 

controls all aspects of government, heavy oversight of the populace by the state apparatus, as 

well as extreme racial or Nationalist fervor in which neither oppositional parties, nor elections 

are allowed.7 

The PEGIDA protests often have signs with Nationalist slogans written on them that 

proclaim that all foreigners are to leave the country. One of PEGIDA’s goals is to force a change 

                                                           
6 Berlin, Justin Huggler in. “Germany's Pegida Anti-Islam Movement Unravelling.” The Telegraph. Telegraph 

Media Group, January 28, 2015. 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/germany/11375165/Germanys-Pegida-anti-Islam-movement-

unravelling.html. 
7 “FASCISM: Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary.” FASCISM | definition in the Cambridge English 

Dictionary. Accessed April 21, 2020. https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/fascism. 
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in immigration laws in order to curb the number of immigrants entering the country.8 Thus, the 

alt-right in the United States and PEGIDA in Germany have similar and shared goals for their 

respective countries. Both seek to preserve the dominant White cultures in their respective 

countries. They use different rhetorical points in order to win over supporters that have been used 

by past Nationalist movements in both countries. For example, the arguments used against 

Muslims in both countries bear a striking resemblance to how Catholics were described at the 

turn of the 20th century.  

Historical scholars thus far have conducted transnational studies on past fascist 

movements as well as their impacts in both Germany and the United States. For example, James 

Q. Whitman’s Hitler’s American Model: The United States and the Making of Race Law is an 

excellent analysis on how American Jim Crow laws have influenced the Nuernberger laws, 

which were designed to exclude Jews from Germany society during the early reign of the 

NSDAP. This book is about the history of law and shows how Nazi functionaries were inspired 

by the Jim Crow laws in order to design their own segregation laws.  

Robert O. Paxton also wrote a book that tackles the history of fascist movements from a 

transnational angle titled The Anatomy of Fascism. This book is about the rise of fascist 

movements in various countries, mostly focusing on Germany and Italy in the from the post-

World War I era until the end of World War II and how this ideology has influenced certain 

Latin American regimes after World War II.9 This book is excellent when it comes to describing 

                                                           
8 “Who Goes to German Pegida ‘anti-Islamisation’ Rallies?,” BBC News, January 13, 2015, 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-30776182. 
9 Paxton, Robert O. The Anatomy of Fascism. New York: Vintage Books, 2004. 20-23 
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and analyzing various fascist movements of the past, however it does not talk about the lasting 

influence of these movements in modern day fascist movements. 

One of the central arguments made by both authors in their books is that the local fascists 

had to adapt their rhetoric and their talking points to the local circumstances. This thesis seeks to 

enlighten how the rhetoric of the modern-day far-right movements has to be adapted to fit into 

the local context of both the United States and Germany and compare this rhetoric to the rhetoric 

of past movements in both countries such as the KKK of the 1920’s as well as the National 

Socialists in Germany and how their rhetoric has evolved to this day.  

The rhetoric of these movements are part of the social construction of Whiteness. The 

idea of Whiteness is a powerful force in both countries. In the United States, the meaning of 

what it means to be White has changed over time to include or exclude certain groups in people. 

Prominent examples of Americans treating Europeans as second-class citizens would be the 

treatment of Italian and Irish immigrants in the United States in the late 19th century.10 Another 

example would be the passing of the Nuernberger Laws in 1933 in Germany which demoted the 

Jews from being treated as equals to non-Jews, to second-class citizens which then ultimately led 

to the attempted systematic annihilation of them in the Holocaust. Ultimately, Whiteness in both 

Germany and the United States is a construct revolving around certain cultural, religious, as well 

as ethnic norms that are dictated to be followed by every member of society in order to enjoy a 

range of privileges. 11 Every person that does not fall into these “ideal” categories is shunned by 

society. The exploration of these ideas is called Whiteness studies. Whiteness studies are focused 

                                                           
10 Eckard, E. Woodrow. "Anti-Irish Job Discrimination circa 1880: Evidence from Major League Baseball." Social 

Science History34, no. 4 (2010): 407-43. Accessed April 10, 2020. doi:10.2307/40927624. 407-409 
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around the history of the construction of a White identity.11 Every person that falls into these 

categorical sets experiences socially constructed privilege, while other groups that do not fulfill 

the requirements are shunned by society. The first chapter will explore the reasons as to why 

PEGIDA and Charlottesville had so many attendees. The second chapter will delve into the 

question of the rhetoric around immigration, and the last chapter will explore the gender relations 

in these movements. 

                                                           
11   Kolchin, Peter. “WHITENESS STUDIES.” Journal de la Société des américanistes 95, no. 1 (January 1, 2009): 

117–121. 
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CHAPTER 1 

SETTING THE STAGE: HOW AND WHY DID THESE PROTESTS OCCUR? 

 

 The PEGIDA rallies and the “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville did not occur 

overnight. There were certain political developments on both sides of the Atlantic within these 

movements, as well as other political factors that have allowed these rallies to receive a high 

turnout. This chapter will explore the reasons as to how and why these rallies occurred, as well 

as to explore why they received the high turnout at those particular times. Additionally, this 

chapter explores how the idea of Whiteness has influenced these protests.  

 The city where PEGIDA holds its biggest rallies is Dresden in Saxony, which belonged 

to the former German Democratic Republic. The first major public appearance of PEGIDA took 

place in Dresden on October 20, 2014, however it was not until December of the same year that 

the movement had articulated its goals in a sort of manifesto named the “Position Paper.” This 

document, despite, or maybe because of the fact that it is only one page long brings even more 

confusion than clarification. The core tenants as stated in this document are all over the political 

spectrum in no particular order.12 PEGIDA’s agenda includes protecting and upholding women’s 

rights, curbing economic asylum, as well as curbing the influence of Muslim immigrants 

altogether, thus the political standpoints are not clearly defined. However, PEGIDA is still to be 

considered a far-right organization for several reasons. One of those reasons is that the use of the 

term “Abendland” which translates to occident in the acronym, is defined as “the cultural unity 

of the European peoples, formed by the ancient world and Christianity.” 12 The reference to this 

                                                           
12  Rosellini, Jay. The German New Right : AFD, Pegida and the Re-Imagining of National Identity (London: C 

Hurst & Co (Publishers) Ltd, 2019). 109 
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language can also be traced back to Oswald Spengler’s influential book “Der Untergang des 

Abendlandes,” or “The Decline of the West,” which is an extremely influential book among 

White Nationalists, as well as far-right thinkers in general. 

 Another interesting point when examining the Position Paper is that point 18 states that 

PEGIDA opposes religious as well as political extremism of any kind.13 This point shows that 

the movement is attempting to publicly distance themselves from Nationalist movements of the 

past. However, while they actively attempt to distance themselves from previous German 

Nationalist movements, in terms of religious extremism they seem to be only focusing their 

attention on Muslims and attempt to attract conservative Christians to their cause. This is 

confirmed by the fact that some signs at PEGIDA rallies state an anti-abortion stance. 

Additionally, crosses are also frequently shown: at a demonstration in 2015 one protestor was 

carrying a cross that was painted in the colors of the German flag.14 Additionally, an influential 

member of PEGIDA, Goetz Kubitscheck is often lauded as an influential figure of the New Right 

in Germany. He cites his faith as one of the biggest inspirations for assisting the movement.13   

In an interview Lutz Bachmann, the founder of PEGIDA, was asked if the concerns that 

his organization attracts radical elements were justified. He responded with: “According to the 

police there were about 80 to 120 people from the hooligan scene and about 25 far-right wingers 

at my last demonstration, however we had thousands of participants! We actively distance 

                                                           
13 “Positionspapier Der PEGIDA.” December 2014. 
14 Wensierski, Peter. SPIEGEL Valerie Höhne, DER, “Fromme Christen Und Rechte Wähler Verbünden Sich Im 

Widerstand - DER SPIEGEL - Kultur,” www.spiegel.de, accessed April 13, 2020, 

https://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/fromme-christen-und-rechte-waehler-verbuenden-sich-im-widerstand-a-

1158077.html. 
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ourselves from radical forces and organizations. What else can I do?”15 While it is true that he 

cannot control who and who does not attend his rallies, his other actions, especially on social 

media have been quite questionable, such as posting a picture of him dressing up as Adolf Hitler 

on the Facebook group PEGIDA in January of 2015. The public backlash of this photo prompted 

him to step down. However, this act demonstrates that his intention with keeping far-right 

elements out of his protests has not been in good faith and that his statements and his efforts to 

do so were rather dubious to say the least.  

There is no question that PEGIDA indeed does attract political extremists on the far-right. 

However, it still stands to question how this organization involves Whiteness in its philosophy. 

Using the term “Occident” in its acronym rather than Germany, or Europe for example comes to 

show that Bachmann intended for this organization to defend the cultural values of the West. 

Protecting these values are therefore front and center in the organization and this idea is also 

reflected at the protests. For example, the site of the protest of December of 2014 was a 

Christmas market in Dresden. The crowd at the rally sung traditional German Christmas songs 

and Bachmann stated in a speech that he seeks to defend Germany’s culture which is rooted in 

Judeo-Christian values, as well as the legacy of the enlightenment.16 Bachmann’s rhetoric in this 

speech is a break from other right-wing Nationalist movements in Germany in the past. The 

Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei (National Socialist German Workers Party), or 

NSDAP in short, for instance did not see Germany as part of the West, but rather saw the country 

                                                           
15 “PEGIDA-Erfinder: Wir Hören Erst Auf, Wenn Die Asyl-Politik Sich Ändert!,” bild.de, accessed April 13, 2020, 

https://www.bild.de/regional/dresden/demonstrationen/pegida-erfinder-im-interview-38780422.bild.html#fromWall. 
16 “PEGIDA Anti-Islam Protests Gain More Support in Germany,” YouTube Video, YouTube, January 5, 2015, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3x7XzITorc. 
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and the people as a unique force in the world and saw influence from the West, especially on art 

and culture, as poisonous and sought to create and maintain a uniquely German way of art and 

higher thinking. 17Additionally, the Nazis rejected the ideas of many enlightenment thinkers such 

as Voltaire, who was rather free spirited and would clash with the fundamental authoritarianism 

that the Nazis advocated for.  

One of the reasons as to why the values of the enlightenment are often cited by 

representatives of right-wing populism, as well as anti-Islam thinkers, would be the ideas of 

enlightenment concerning the separation of Church and State. 19 For example, one of the biggest 

arguments used by the leaders of the movements against Muslims is the false statement that all 

Muslims desire a state that follows Shariah Law, which is a strict code of laws based on the 

Quran. While certainly a small minority of Muslims desires this kind of system of governance, 

far-right leaders often cite these religious extremists and exaggerate their statements and 

generalize in order to weaponize that statement as seen in several interviews with Lutz 

Bachmann.18 Additionally, John Locke’s assessment that people have right to replace a 

government that is not in tune with the people with one that respects the liberty and the wishes of 

its constituents justifies the anti-establishment stance of members of these far-right movements 

on both sides of the Atlantic.19  

                                                           
17 Kater, Michael H. "Deconstructing Modernism." In Culture in Nazi Germany, 1-53. NEW HAVEN; LONDON: 

Yale University Press, 2019. Accessed April 26, 2020. www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctvfc542q.6. 
18 “Meet The German Activist Leading The Movement Against 'Islamization.'” TIME 2015 

https://time.com/3668889/pegida-germany-islamization/ Accessed 15 April 2020. 
19 “The Impact of Enlightenment in Europe [Ushistory.Org],” Ushistory.org, 2019, 

https://www.ushistory.org/us/7a.asp. 
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 Additionally, the term “Judeo-Christian values” is also rather new in a right-wing 

context in Germany. This term was first used in a political context in the United States in the 

1930’s in order to curb anti-Semitic sentiment of the general public.20 This term was also used by 

President Trump multiple times over the time during his first year as President. It is to be noted 

that Steve Bannon, the head of Breitbart, a major alt-right news publication, was serving as 

Trump’s Chief Strategist during the first seven months of Trumps presidency.21 The term is often 

cited to be the set of values that Christianity and Judaism have provided to the Western world in 

order to secularize.22 Furthermore, US Presidents from Dwight Eisenhower to Barack Obama 

have cited this term as the philosophical foundation of the principles of the United States, the 

question emerges then what makes the use of the term different with Trump as compared to his 

predecessors? President Trump, unlike his immediate predecessors Barack Obama and George 

W. Bush, uses the phrase “radical Islamic terrorism” rather frequently. 23 The use of this term 

generalizes Muslims and pits Judeo-Christian values against the Muslim world. While other 

Presidents included Judeo-Christian values in their speeches quite frequently as well, they have 

not used it in a divisive manner in order to exclude a certain group of people from society. One 

could argue that General Eisenhower’s use of the term was in order to exclude Communists from  

society, however, Eisenhower was against the overly harsh treatment and “witch-hunt” against 

                                                           
20 Sarna, Jonathan D. American Judaism: a History. Yale University Press, 2019. 266 
21 Haynes, Jeffrey. “Donald Trump, ‘Judeo-Christian Values,’ and the ‘Clash of Civilizations.’” The Review of Faith 

& International Affairs: Islam and Security 15, no. 3 (July 3, 2017): 66–75. 

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/15570274.2017.1354463. 67-69 
22 Hill, Peter. “Judeo-Christian Thought, Classical Liberals, and Modern Egalitarianism.” The Independent 

Review 22, no. 1 (July 1, 2017): 49–58. http://search.proquest.com/docview/1903402054/. P.50-53 
23 Beauchamp, Zack. “Trump Loves Saying ‘Radical Islamic Terrorism.’ He Has a Tough Time with ‘White 

Supremacy.,’” Vox, August 14, 2017, https://www.vox.com/world/2017/8/14/16143634/trump-charlottesville-

white-supremacy-terrorism-islamism. 
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Communists as demonstrated by his own dislike, as well as the overall dislike of his own party 

towards Senator Joseph McCarthy who was responsible for the paranoia of the second red scare 

in the early 1950’s as well as his policies.24 Eisenhower’s distancing from McCarthy and his 

policies signify that he was not using the term Judeo-Christian in his rhetoric in order to divide 

society among certain ideological lines, but rather to unite it. In Trump’s case he uses the term to 

demonstrate a divide between the West and the Islamic world and uses it in order to exclude 

Muslims from Western societies and culture. 

The fact that both Bachmann, and Bannon, have used the same language in different 

political contexts shows that PEGIDA in Germany, as well as the Alt-Right in the United States, 

have similar views and share common goals for their respective countries. However, it is to be 

noted that the messages of both sides have to be adapted for the local circumstances of each 

country and political atmosphere. The first PEGIDA rallies took place when Germany was 

experiencing a great influx of refugees that have sought asylum from Syria due to the Syrian 

Civil War which has been ongoing since 2011. Additionally, many refugees kept coming in from 

other areas in the Middle East, as well as Africa according to the Federal German Ministry of 

Migration and Refugees (BAMF).25  

This influx of refugees will no doubt have a profound impact on the German political 

landscape, as well as on a societal level in general. Germany is still dealing with the 

consequences of reunification with the eastern part of the country, the former territory of the 

                                                           
24“McCarthy Condemned by Senate,” HISTORY, February 22, 2019, https://www.history.com/this-day-in-

history/mccarthy-condemned-by-senate. 
25 Bundesamt fuer Migration und Fluechtlinge. Aktuelle Zahlen Ausgabe: Januar 2020. January 2020. 3 
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German Democratic Republic, socially and economically.26 One of the major socio-economic 

problems that Germany has to deal with is the fact that there is a significant income gap between 

the part of the country that belonged to the Federal Republic and the part of the country that 

belonged to the Democratic Republic. The people living and working in the new part of the 

country earn on average significantly less than their counterparts in the West.27 Additionally, the 

Alternative fuer Deutschland (Alternative for Germany) finds its greatest amount of support 

there. This level of support is reflected in election results which make the AfD often the second 

strongest party in each respective state. For instance, in Saxony-Anhalt the AfD controls 25 out 

of 77 available seats in the state parliament.28 The AfD party chair at the time, Dr. Frauke Petry, 

stated the following about her party: “That is what describes us best. We are here because 

Merkel’s government failed to deal with important topics of society in Germany and Europe.”29 

Thus the popularity of PEGIDA and the popularity of the AfD can be traced to backlash towards 

Chancellor Merkel’s open-door policy regarding refugees. There are many people in the rejoined 

east that feel that they are being neglected in favor of the refugees coming in from Syria and feel 

disillusioned about their state in Germany. For instance, in a survey conducted by the 

Suddeutsche Zeitung, a trusted national newspaper, 35% of the people surveyed blamed 

immigrants for social problems such as lack of housing, unemployment, or crime rates.30 

                                                           
26 Eperjesi, Zoltan. “Germany And The Challenge Of Mass Immigration.” Hiperborea Vol. 3, Iss. 1, June 2016. 135 
27 “How Much Do Germans Earn?,” deutschland.de, August 8, 2018, 

https://www.deutschland.de/en/topic/business/pay-in-germany-national-average-and-regional-differences. 
28 “Sitzverteilung Im Landtag in Sachsen-Anhalt Nach Der Landtagswahl 2016,” Statista, accessed April 13, 2020, 
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The support for this party of right-wing populists is a statement of the electorate that a 

great number of people are unsatisfied with the status quo. In fact, one of the reasons the AfD 

reached these numbers in the 2016 election was because in July of 2015 they have aligned 

themselves with PEGIDA in their great sentiment of EU-skepticism as well as immigration 

policy reform.31 This is an example how popular movement politics can influence the outcome of 

electoral politics. This sentiment of feeling left behind is shared among certain Americans as 

well.  

Although it is a popular idea that the White working class was responsible for the victory 

of Trump in 2016, in reality it was small business owners and upper middle-class voters that won 

him the election. While it is true that he did manage to win over the votes of numerous blue-

collar workers that voted for Obama in 2008 and 2012, they were not the primary reason for his 

victory. 32  

In the election of 2016, Donald J. Trump was elected as the 45th President of the United 

States. He shaped his campaign around the premise that the government had abandoned White 

blue-collar workers in favor of trade agreements, outsourcing, as well as immigrants. Proof that 

this rhetoric was successful is the fact that he was able to win Wisconsin, Michigan, as well as 

Pennsylvania. These States used to be bulwarks for the Democratic party, which benefited from 

the votes of numerous union workers who call these States their home to win the election. 

Numerous union workers that had voted twice for Barack Obama in 2008 and in 2012 voted for 
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Trump in 2016.  32 Although Trump’s opponent Hillary Clinton promised the continuation of 

Obama’s policies, these blue collar workers have voted against her due to the fact that they felt 

as such that she was not speaking to them and their concerns.33 Whereas White blue collar 

workers were one of the groups that Trump was targeting during his presidential run in 2016, in 

fact upper middle-class suburbanites have won him the election. 

 Exit polls and election results from the republican primary elections of 2016, as well as 

the general election shows that he did the best among people earning over $100,000 per year 

with winning 63% of their votes in certain areas.34 His success with these groups of people 

indicate that his suggested policies are extremely popular amongst them. One of Trump’s 

signature policies when he was campaigning in 2015 and 2016 was the infamous suggested 

border wall between the United States and Mexico. While previous candidates included partial 

fencing in their plans, a wall that stretches the entirety of the border had never been seriously 

proposed before. This wall would prevent the illegal immigration coming in through and from 

Mexico, as well as limit the import of drugs and crime that those people supposedly bring with 

themselves according to Trump. This policy is extremely popular among people making over 

$100,000 per year due to the fact that these White suburbanites have a standard of conformity. 

These values include preserving American culture, religion, as well as gender dynamics.35 At this 

point White suburbanites throughout the country were convinced that these values have to be 
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preserved and they saw Trump as the best solution for that goal. Additionally, Trump had 

proposed a ban of all Muslim immigration and travel from a list of countries This plan was 

harshly criticized by his opponents and celebrated by his supporters, it may have also motivated 

people with anti-Muslim sentiment to come forward and take action against Muslims on a 

personal basis.36 

The pivotal moment in which it shows that Trump’s victory emboldened White 

Nationalists and Supremacists was shown in August of 2017, when the “Unite the Right” rally 

protested against the removal of confederate statues in Charlottesville, Virginia. One of the key 

note speakers of the rally was the former Grand Wizard of the KKK David Duke, he stated that 

“This represents a turning point for the people of this country. We are determined to take our 

country back. We are going to fulfill the promises of Donald Trump. That’s what we believed in, 

that’s why we voted for Donald Trump…”37 Other attendees of the rally included Richard 

Spencer, and other notable White Nationalist voices within the alt-right movement. Trump’s 

rhetoric and policies around immigration, religion, and gender are largely reflective of the wishes 

of this new far-right coalition, or at least steps towards their goals.  

While the success of Trump in the United States is largely thanks to well-to-do White 

suburbanites, the success of PEGIDA in Germany is more based in support of the working class. 

Lutz Bachmann, the founder of PEGIDA, is a wealthy Businessman, however he has working 
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class roots and his first job out of high school was an apprenticeship as a butcher.38 Thus, his 

roots have an appeal to the German populace due to the fact that most political elites, such as 

Chancellor Merkel herself who has a PhD in Chemistry are extremely well educated and thus 

seem distant to the typical working class German. In a poll of PEGIDA protestors,  conducted by 

faculty of the Dresden Institute of Technology, or TUD in short, it shows that 38% have 

completed Realschule, which roughly translates to a High-school degree by American standards, 

and that roughly 28.2% have received their degrees from Gymnasiums, which is roughly 

equivalent to an associate’s degree in the United States, while only 8.6% of the people surveyed 

have completed a master degree.39 Additionally, 56.6% of the survey stated that they were 

making less than 30,000 Euros per year.40 These facts, along with Bachmann’s background 

demonstrate that PEGIDA itself is more inspiring to the working class in Germany. However, it 

is to be noted that the leaders of the AfD in recent years have attempted to win over many of 

PEGIDA’s supporters in elections. Ironically, their leaders are extremely well educated and held 

doctorates themselves, both Frauke Petry, as well as the current party chair, Alice Weidel both 

hold doctorates and thus differ greatly from the base they are trying to appeal to from an 

educational standpoint. 
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However, even though the bases of support are different in both Germany and the United 

States, these new ways of the far-right to appeal to the populace are rather successful in both 

countries. The following chapters will analyze how along the lines of religion, immigration, as 

well as gender dynamics these movements are attempting to win over supporters and attempt to 

introduce their ideas into the mainstream of political discourse in both countries. Additionally, 

the strategies of these new far-right thinkers are heavily based in the strategies of past 

movements as well as the lessons that were learned from them. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE RHETORIC OF THE IDENTITARIANS 

 

 In both the United States and in Germany the Identitarians use rhetoric of identity. In this 

case the identity is focused on the White identity in both Germany and the United States. The 

way they speak and convey their message is indeed so close it is easy to see the comparisons. 

These movements use similar language in order to convey their message as well as similar tactics 

to find more followers for their respective ideologies. Their rhetoric is overall shaped around the 

concept of “Whiteness” in the United States, as well as national identity in Germany. Both of 

these concepts have evolved over time and changed to include or exclude certain groups of 

people. Thus, the Identitarians in both countries use this concept of Whiteness along themes such 

as nativism, White genocide in one shape or another, as well as islamophobia. This chapter will 

delve into each of these aspects and how both movements use these themes to win over followers 

for their side. Additionally, this chapter will demonstrate how these different themes are useful 

for their rhetoric and how they were used in the context of the Charlottesville rally of 2017 as 

well within the context of PEGIDA rallies as well as the organization in general. Overall, the 

rhetoric of the Identitarians of today is almost identical to groups advocating against the 

immigration and the cultural influence of the Catholic Church and the peoples who are typically 

associated with practicing this particular set of Christian beliefs.  

 German and American followers of far-right extremist movements use a nativist rhetoric. 

Nativism can be defined as the practice or policy of favoring native-born citizens over the needs 

and wants of immigrants. Both Germany and the United States have a long-standing history of 
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nativism in politics and how it has influenced policy, for example, the various bans on 

immigration such as the immigration act of 1924, also known as the Johnson-Reed Act. 

“Initially, the 1924 law imposed a total quota on immigration of 165,000 – less than 20 percent 

of the pre-World War I average.”41 This law served to favor western European immigration more 

than eastern European immigration for example. At the time eastern Europeans were among the 

biggest groups of immigrants seeking refuge from the Russian Revolution and its aftermath, 

however, the public feared that the ideas of the Russian Revolution might be carried over to the 

United States through those refugees and be spread in the United States.42 Additionally, most 

eastern Europeans are either Catholic or Russian Orthodox which also meant that the flow of 

non-Protestant Christians into the country would be curbed.  Besides this particular policy, there 

were other policies which hindered the socio-economic mobility of immigrants such as the 

various Alien Land Laws passed in the early 20th century which barred immigrants from 

purchasing and owning land.43 

In Germany on the other hand there is also a great history of nativism, culturally, as well 

as ethnically. One reason as to why the Nazis have chosen the Jews, among other minorities, to 

discriminate against was because they could be singled out for their religion and paint them as 

something foreign that has infested Germany and its culture. Several decades after World War II 

was over, foreign guest workers started immigrating into Germany. They too have faced 

discrimination in various forms from the population ever since they have arrived, and started to 
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live in Germany on a permanent basis. This discrimination they experience manifests itself 

through the fact that “since 1991, Germany has experienced a series of violent attacks against 

foreigners, be they asylum seekers or so called ‘guest workers.’”44 Guest workers have been a 

part of German immigration policy ever since the end of World War II. Shortly after the 

founding of the Federal Republic of Germany in 1949, the German economy experienced a 

boom often named “the economic miracle.” Due to this so-called miracle there was extensive 

economic growth; however, because of this growth, the lack of labor due to the high death toll in 

World War II became problematic. To solve this problem the West German government under 

Chancellor Konrad Adenauer signed several “Anwerbeabkommen,” or “Sign-Up Agreements.” 

The first agreement was signed with Italy in 1955, and perhaps the most transformative 

agreement was signed with Turkey in 1961. These agreements were intended to “deliver 

temporary laborers to the prospering German job market.”45 These developments led to hundreds 

of thousands of temporary workers coming to Germany. Most of them eventually returned to 

their home country; however, some of them decided to remain in Germany, which led to the 

establishment of a sizeable Turkish minority. According to the German Federal Department of 

Migration and Refugees over 3 million inhabitants of Germany have a Turkish background.46 

Similarly in the United States, a temporary guest worker program was established in 1942.  
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This program was called the “Bracero Program,” bracero meaning farm laborer in 

English. “Congress created the Bracero Program in 1942 as part of wartime mobilization. 

Growers claimed they needed Mexican guest workers because farm labor shortages threatened 

the war effort. Born of wartime necessity, the program lasted through 1964.”47 Both of these 

programs served the purpose to fill gaps of manpower in the job market left by War. Both 

programs also got scrutinized by nativists at the time. The effects of these programs have 

prompted Nationalists in both Germany and the United States to have similar discourse again 

that has allowed nativism to be a considerable political and popular power in both countries.  

 The rallies in Germany and in Charlottesville have both been a show of the power of 

nativism within these movements. The ideas of American and German nativism are rather 

different though when examined closer because of several reasons. One of the biggest reasons 

might be that Germans and Americans have very different cultures concerning patriotism. In the 

United States it is not an uncommon sight to see the flag waving at stores or being worn on 

articles of clothing every day. Whereas in Germany, the flag is only flown on government and 

historical buildings unless a big sporting event, such as the soccer world championship, is 

happening, thus German patriotism, and thus German nativism is more subtle as compared to the 

United States.  

In an article from The Right Stuff, one of the most extreme Alt-Right outlets it states: 

“When German or Swedish Nationalism is spoken of, we know exactly to whom that refers, that 
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is, ethnic Germans and ethnic Swedes, respectively. Who is American has never been so neatly 

or officially defined”48 At first glance, this does seem to undermine the idea of American 

Whiteness and stating that European Whiteness and national identities are much more clearly 

defined. However, as the history of both of these nations demonstrates, the definition of who can 

be defined as White was not always very clear and has evolved historically. Historically 

Whiteness in the United States has been seen as “Fitness for self-government” according to 

Mathew Frye Jacobson. In the 1920’s there was an idea in US racial circles to further divide up 

Europeans into different subgroups such as Celts, Slavs, Mediterraneans, Iberians, etc.49 These 

various groups were rooted in various different ideas of different European tribal groups, as an 

example, the Slavs laid the foundation of almost every Eastern European country, culture, and 

language. A commonality between all of these different groups listed as subordinate to the 

Western European is that these are peoples are from predominantly Catholic or Orthodox 

Countries. Catholics were shunned in U.S. discourse until the mid-20th century and there was 

great distrust towards Orthodox Christians as well. Examples of particular peoples that were 

discriminated against who followed these sub sections of Christianity are the Irish and Italians, 

both of whom faced heavy discrimination in the United States. Therefore, these racial theorists 

which preferred the “superior” Anglo-Saxon, or Western Europeans, such as Englishmen, 

Germans, and also Frenchmen as long as they are from the north of the country and called them 

the race that stands atop the hierarchy. With the exception of the French, the peoples from these 

countries follow various versions of Protestant Christianity or have split off from the Catholic 
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Church in one fashion or another. Comparing these views of White Supremacy with the current 

views in the United States makes a significant difference. The Nativists of today think of the 

“White Race” as more of an undifferentiated “European” category compared to how certain 

circles have thought about it in the past.  

The view to perceive Europeans as one race is reflected in a statement of Richard 

Spencer when he was asked about how his ideal society would look like in an interview: “I also 

have big dreams, reviving the Roman Empire. It would be an Empire that would be welcome to 

Italians, to Scots, to Russians, to White Americans, to Finns, etc. to have a safe space for 

Europeans across the world.”50 This statement draws an interesting comparison of a pure White 

state with the Roman Empire. While the Roman Empire can be historically seen as a beacon of 

Western Civilization, their ideals and their interpretation of race were rather different than what 

Spencer suggests. 

 The Romans divided race in a very different way as compared to modern day 

Identitarians. Groups of peoples the Romans did see as inferior to themselves were the Germanic 

peoples and the Celts, the exact same cultures certain White Supremacist groups proudly trace 

their heritage back to. They saw foreign peoples who had civilized cultures and built kingdoms 

with complex bureaucracies, architecture, and craftsmanship as their equals. Additionally, they 

allowed for a great variety of peoples to be able to assimilate themselves into Roman culture 

which means being able to speak Greek or Latin as well as following the law and their customs. 

For instance, Africans with a darker skin tone were able to integrate themselves into Roman 
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society in various occasions, this was allowed through the Antonine Constitution, which was 

passed by Emperor Caracalla in 217 AD which granted all free men within the Empire the rights 

to citizenship, regardless of heritage.51 Therefore, Spencer’s comparison of a Utopian White 

Ethno-State with the Roman Empire is dubious at best. However, as dubious as Spencer’s 

comparison is, there is some appeal to his words. The Roman Empire is widely perceived by the 

public to be a great beacon of Western Civilization and order which has a great appeal to the 

followers of the Alt-Right who prefer for an order dictated by Whites and to preserve it.  

Furthermore, Jacobson states that ableness to self-govern has been seen as an essential 

part of certain groups being perceived as “White.” Therefore, by this philosophy, the extreme 

right in the United States does not discourage White immigration but it heavily fights to limit 

immigration by other groups. For example, a group of Alt-Right protestors in December of 2017, 

shortly after the events in Charlottesville marched through Washington D.C. chanting “build this 

wall!”52 This incident was not singular, during a conference of the National Policy Institute 

Richard Spencer was asked what his stance on immigration is, he did not answer and instead the 

audience started chanting “build a wall!”53 Border fencing has been floated in government circles 

ever since the administration of George H.W. Bush as a measure to limit the number of 

undocumented immigrants entering the country demonstrating that it was indeed a long term 

goal of the United States federal government for a considerable time. In a congressional meeting 
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between representatives it was stated that “The immigration bills passed by both Houses call for 

a substantial expansion of fencing, at least 380 miles in the Senate bill and at least 700 miles in 

the House bill.”54 This excerpt refers to the “Comprehensive Immigration Reform Act of 2006” 

which ultimately failed, but sought to curb undocumented immigration into the United States. 

Despite the fact that this bill failed, fencing has remained in the mainstream of policy making in 

the political process and Presidents from George Bush Sr. to Barack Obama included partial 

fencing along the U.S. – Mexican border in their policies. While these administrations have 

included partial fencing at the border in their immigration and border policies, they were never a 

centerpiece of the immigration policies of these respective Presidents.  

The announcement of the candidacy of Donald J. Trump took a different approach to this 

policy by making the proud announcement to build a wall on the U.S. – Mexican Border and 

have Mexico pay for it. In the same announcement, he denounced the vast majority of Mexicans 

as bringing crime and drugs into the United States which disturbs the established White order in 

the United States. The preservation of this order is a fundamental part of the goals of the extreme 

right in the United States. Trump’s announcement became the signature policy of his campaign 

and it invoked strong favorability with White Nationalists. For example, Richard Spencer and 

some of his sympathizers celebrated his election with Nazi salutes. The border wall has always 

been seen as an extremely controversial part of Trump’s campaign suggestions and there were 
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fierce discussions about this suggested wall in both houses of congress as well as in public. 

While nativism is a cornerstone of the American Alt-Right movement in the context of 

Charlottesville, it is also very heavily pronounced in the rhetoric of PEGIDA, its followers, and 

its leaders. 

 Nativism is a powerful driving force of the New Right in Germany just as it is in the 

United States, perhaps even more pronounced. Due to the influx of immigrants into Germany 

ever since the 1950’s with the first guest worker treaties signed with other Nations Germany’s 

population makeup has drastically changed. In fact, in 2014 Germany was the second most 

popular destination for would be migrants from across the world. Thus, Germany is a country 

that only rather recently started to have a rich tradition of migration which has prompted the 

German New Right to adopt an updated form of the old hierarchy of racial thinkers of the early 

20th century which divided up Europeans into different sub groups. While at first glance the 

question of ethnic Germans and what constitutes to be German seems to be clear cut, the reality 

is rather different. Due to the fact that Germany was not a truly unified nation-state until 1871 

there were, and still are, some important divisions throughout the country culturally as well as 

linguistically with local dialects almost sounding like entirely different languages. This 

ambiguity of what it means to be German has led to a sort of aggressive vigor to determine what 

constitutes as German and has become an obsession of German Nationalists since the unification. 

Certain groups over time have been excluded for various reasons such as religious beliefs as well 

as stark cultural differences.  

The most prominent example of this exclusion would be the persecution and attempted 

eradication of German and European Jews at large by the National Socialist regime in the 1930’s 
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and 1940’s. There were other cases as well, such as the so called “Kulturkampf,” or conflict of 

culture, in Germany. This conflict was between Catholics and Protestants and what can and 

cannot be called German, as demonstrated by the sentiment that “some Protestants already 

conceived of the French-German division as a confessional one too.” 55 Thus, one of the defining 

parameters in deciding who and who is not German, the question whether one follows the 

Protestant or the Catholic Church was a great decider in some cases. This fact for example is 

often cited as one of the major reasons to exclude Austria from a united German nation despite 

the cultural and linguistic commonalities. Additionally, because Catholicism was correlated with 

the French, who were seen as Germany’s nemesis until after the second World War and were 

thus associated with being foreign and non-German. German Nationalists in fact have not 

considered Catholicism to be a part of what a true German can be until 1878 when Chancellor 

Bismarck, pressured by the Catholic Zentrum party, lifted the ban of public speech on Catholic 

Priests. However, anti-Catholic sentiment prevailed in certain segments of German society which 

was also directed towards people who are seen to be associated with the Catholic Church, such 

as Italians, French, as well as other Mediterranean peoples.  

This sort of racial thinking is extremely similar to the philosophy outlined by. Jacobson 

when talking about racial thinking in the United States. While Nationalists in the United States, 

namely Richard Spencer, see White Europeans as a racial monolith, the racial ideas of modern-

day European Nationalists resemble the older way of racial thinking more. Culture remains to be 

the most vital distinction that German right-wingers use to argue against immigration of 
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foreigners. David Ohlendorf, a German sociologist, studied the integration process of various 

immigrant groups into Germany with particular focus on Catholic Poles and Islamic Turks. The 

sociologist states that stark differences in religion seem to be the biggest challenge for successful 

integration into European societies which become more and more secular.56 Strong connections 

to religion are therefore seen as a hindrance to the integration process. The results of studies such 

as these are used as a means to further justify the anti-immigration stance of the German New 

Right.  

This mindset is reflected at the PEGIDA rallies. In a survey held by the Dresden 

University of Technology, 57 a significant part of the attendees of PEGIDA rallies have stated 

that their reason for their participation is the fact that they are not satisfied with the immigration 

and integration policies pursued by the German government  and another significant part of the 

attendees is fearful of a loss of identity and cultural estrangement. 58 These fears of immigration 

to Germany are reflected in a chant that German anti-immigration groups have used for decades: 

“Germany belongs to the Germans – out with foreigners!”59 This simple chant reflects the strong 

feelings of nativism that PEGIDA is touting on their rallies. This chant and this mindset are 

extremely popular among PEGIDA in Germany. This seems similar to the nativist mindset in the 
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United States as well, however in the United States, most of these extreme right groups support 

White immigration as opposed to Hispanic or immigration of Muslims.  

The examination and deconstruction of these different popular sayings and chants from 

the followers of these movements makes it clear that the Alt-Right is more focused on preventing 

more non-White immigration to the United States. Their enthusiasm about a border wall between 

the United States and Mexico in order to stifle possible immigration from areas of the world 

where people tend to have more melanin or speak Spanish as their first language is clear 

indicator that they do not permit these people in their world view. Additionally, most Latin 

Americans are Catholic and thus also do not fit into the established picture of the cultural 

dominance of Protestant Whites in the United States. In the German case it is mostly about 

cultural differences and cultural norms.  

Spencer reflects the mindset of many in the Alt-Right. Although the movement is not 

unified, Spencer is still greatly respected by members of the movement and his ideas penetrate 

their discourse. However, in Germany very little to no immigration seems to be desired by these 

groups. Besides the discrimination against Muslims there is also strong prejudice against White 

immigration into Germany. An example of Germans being hostile to immigration from other 

European countries can be traced back to the history of the “Kulturkampf” and its legacy on the 

German people.  

One of the most prolific nationalities which have emigrated into Germany ever since the 

fall of the Iron Curtain in the early 1990’s are Polish people. Poles are stereotyped as being 

strong practitioners of the Catholic faith. Additionally, due to the fact that Poland is a country 
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that is descendant from Slavic peoples, it is seen as different and in a lower place in German 

Nationalist circles. Another historical example of German Nationalists seeing Poles as lower 

humans can be found in the racial philosophy of the Nazis who saw Slavs as subhumans who 

were in the way of German settlement and plans were made to exterminate a significant part of 

their population.60 While Germans nowadays do not advocate for the eradication of Slavic 

peoples, they still see Poles as outsiders who could never be considered to be German. Poles 

experience discrimination in Germany in everyday situations as well as a heavy institutional bias. 

The prime example of this institutional bias against Poles in Germany is exemplified by the 

reputation that the German Child Protection Service enjoys in their neighboring country. “The 

institution has been put under scrutiny for years in the neighbor country. On a regular basis 

reports about the supposed discrimination of polish parents and the unjustified revoked custody 

of polish children in Germany manifest in Poland.” 61 These cases invoke some sort of attempt of 

forced assimilation on the part of the German government on these immigrant children.  

While this mindset of keeping immigrants from entering Germany, no matter where they 

are from was a more traditionalist viewpoint, there are some voices in the forces that are 

sympathetic to PEGIDA that encourage White immigration as well, although with certain 

limitations. The second in command of the AfD,  Alexander Gauland, said in an interview that 

the lack of skilled personnel in certain fields, such as nursing, should not be solved through 

encouraging asylum seekers from the Middle East to find jobs, but that rather new personnel 
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should be sought in other countries with an EU membership due to the fact that it is easier for 

different EU citizens to settle in other EU countries. Additionally, he stated that the asylum 

seekers are culturally too different to be acceptable in Germany’s society and in a professional 

setting. However, in the same interview he stated that more ethnic Germans should be trained in 

this matter and investments in the current population are more favorable in his view. 62 

Considering the fact that certain German authorities are already accused of separating families 

and forcefully assimilating immigrant children, this practice can be seen as the attempt of the 

New Right to create new Germans and draw clear boundaries between different groups of 

Europeans. 

Gauland’s position is reflective of a philosophy held by many European far right groups 

called Ethno-Pluralism. Ethno-Pluralism is a concept that categorizes humans into peoples and 

cultures. Each of these cultures have a closed identity that is limited to a certain territory. 

Furthermore, these people and cultures are said to be equal, however conflict between these 

people would form as soon as these peoples would start mixing with each other. That outlined 

risk is why this philosophy describes that each of these different peoples and cultures stay in 

their own assigned territory. 63 Therefore, this model seeks to be a mirror image of 

multiculturalism that is prominent within many centrist and leftist circles. Ethno-Pluralism is a 

mindset that is extremely popular among right-wing circles in Europe as well as in the United 

States as the interview with Richard Spencer reveals as well.  
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All in all, both German and American far-right extremists use nativism in their message 

because of its powerful rhetoric and appeal to working class people. This is reflected in a survey 

in which 37.2% of the people asked who have participated at PEGIDA rallies have stated that 

their yearly income after taxes is around 18.000 Euros which in Germany is considered to be 

close to the poverty line.64 These people are worried that immigrants from poorer countries 

might be taking lower paying jobs and that their employers would prefer hiring an immigrant 

who would work for less, this is the same case in the United States. A study conducted by the 

Center for Immigration Studies has found out that “looking at all natives in the work force, the 

results indicate that a one percent increase in the immigrant composition in an individual’s 

occupation reduces the weekly wages of natives in the same occupation by about .5 percent.”65 

Additionally, employers exploit the labor of undocumented immigrants to keep wages low “5% 

percent of the labor force is comprised of unauthorized, deportable workers who aren’t fully 

protected by U.S. labor laws. Unauthorized workers are often afraid to complain about unpaid 

wages and substandard working conditions because employers can retaliate by taking actions that 

can lead to their deportation.”66 Statistics such as this one are often exaggerated, get weaponized 

by the Alt-Right and are often used as a backup for anti-immigrant policies. While this sort of 

argument seems to appeal to the native working class at first glance, seemingly putting their 

interest first. However, the decision to hire and encourage the practices mentioned are dependent 
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on the employers at the end of the day, as well as on lack luster government policy to not treat 

the transient workers with the same rights and privileges that native workers have. Thus, the Alt-

Right blames the problem on a group of foreign peoples that would disrupt the local order 

instead of infringing upon the already existing order by advocating for the enactment of policies 

which would prevent the less favorable treatment of the transient workers thus making it more 

attractive to hire native workers. However, the framing of the message that foreign workers lead 

to a declining of the standard of living of the natives is a narrative that is extremely attractive 

among the native working class. For this reason, in both Germany and the United States, 

nativism is one of the greatest parts of the rhetoric in order to gain new followers. This is only a 

part of their rhetoric, while nativism is a more traditional aspect of far-right fearmongering in 

order to attract new supporters, a new conspiracy has been popularized that is heavily involved in 

the rhetoric of the Identitarians. 

The conspiracy of White Genocide that is pushed by White Supremacists and White 

Nationalists to this day is also a part of the rhetoric of far-right groups on both sides of the 

Atlantic. This term is a propaganda term and it serves as a way of saying that the White race is 

“dying” due to growing non-White populations and “forced assimilation,” all of which are 

deliberately engineered and controlled by a Jewish conspiracy to destroy the White race.67 

Therefore, the far-right extremists are painting themselves as the victims and can strengthen their 

narrative in the context of immigration policy. This idea is manifested in the Charlottesville 
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protests with the famous “Jews will not replace us!”68 chant for example. This chant symbolizes 

the fear of ethnic displacement. Additionally, with calls to reduce immigration from Hispanic 

countries and to stop taking in refugees from the Middle East and Africa, the flow of non-White 

immigrants should be curbed. These calls are in order to preserve the local White identity.  

The reason as to why this conspiracy theory is an essential part of their rhetoric is that a 

narrative of ethnic replacement and outright “genocide” is instilling fear into the populace. Far-

Right supporters on both sides of the Atlantic are following this narrative. The fear is 

exemplified and championed by Richard Spencer when he stated that “Immigration is a kind of 

proxy war -  and maybe a last stand – for White Americans who are undergoing a painful 

recognition that, unless dramatic action is taken, their grandchildren will live in a country that is 

alien and hostile.”69 Additionally, a study revealed that for some White Americans White 

Genocide is an actual fear that stimulates both racial bias, as well as a turn to conservatism and 

other ideologies further to the right.70 Peter Brimelow, a British American columnist wrote “In 

the US, the federal government is essentially abolishing the people and electing a new one. In 

1965, the US was 90% white; it’s now somewhere below 70% white…”71 However, these 

statistics could also be due to the fact that more people nowadays are aligning themselves with 

Hispanics than previously, even Whites consider themselves Hispanic on the census if they have 
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any kind of ancestry that they can trace back into Hispanic countries. However, displaying these 

fears as statistical numbers gives a factual impression that can stir more fear. Furthermore, due to 

the election of Donald Trump as President in 2016 who based a lot of his campaign rhetoric 

about the fears of uncurbed immigration demonstrates that a great portion of the American 

people show concern for that as well. Therefore, these fears are a powerful tool for the Alt-Right 

in the United States to gain sympathizers for their cause. 

In Germany the fear of White Genocide is present as well, however, the term itself does 

not seem to be used as widely in German discourse as compared to the United States. A 

prominent member of the AfD in Berlin, police officer Norman Wollenzien has been protesting 

with PEGIDA for years. At a demonstration in 2015 he held a sign that said “Anti-racism, 

multiculturalism, diversity are euphemisms for what it really is: White Genocide! Europe 

belongs to Europeans.” 72 However, he was a mere protestor at PEGIDA and is not part of the 

leadership. After this action the leadership of the AfD distanced themselves from him, and no 

commentary was provided by important PEGIDA figures.21 This is a stark contrast to the 

leadership of the American Alt-Right who outright endorses the idea of White Genocide and 

does not use euphemisms. However, there is evidence that suggests that certain parts of the AfD 

leadership subscribes to this conspiracy theory as well, but they do not openly talk about it. 

Alexander Gauland once talked in a speech to his party comrades in 2016 about a leader of the 

integration committee of the labor left-leaning SPD (Social-Democratic Party of Germany) 

Aydan Ozoguz, a man of Turkish heritage: “It is, my dear friends, a policy of human overflow. I 
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know some people don’t like to hear that, call it inhumane. No! It is the truth. It is the attempt to 

replace the German people with a population that is made up of people all throughout the 

world.”73 This statement does not outright mention the words White Genocide, however at the 

end of the day the statements of Spencer and Gauland in this case are rather similar. Although 

Gauland does not use the term White Genocide itself, what he is talking about certainly reflects 

that viewpoint. In fact, no person who is in a high position of national leadership within the AfD 

has used the term in any official capacity, nor have higher ranking members of PEGIDA, these 

leadership positions often intersect and both factions share views and promote each other.  

However, on local levels the certain AfD members have used the term White Genocide. 

For instance, a Westphalian parliamentarian, Andreas Keith, has used the term White Genocide 

in February of 2020 while talking about events happening in South Africa. 74 However, these 

differences in fearmongering about White Genocide could merely be due to the fact that Spencer 

is outside of the mainstream of American politics and Keith is a mere state representative and not 

a national representative. Gauland on the other hand is part of the national leadership where it is 

less permittable to express support for such conspiracy theories while being the second in 

command of a major political party with constant media attention.  

Regardless how these leaders express themselves, the fear of the populace about ethnic 

replacement is very real and these leaders are fearmongering to find more followers for their 
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respective ideologies and political parties. While White Genocide is a centerpiece in both of their 

policies the target demographics that would supposedly replace the native White populations are 

rather different. In the United States Hispanic people are feared to replace Whites as the biggest 

ethnicity while in Germany the focus lies on Muslims. This is a rather interesting development as 

compared to who was mostly discriminated against about a hundred years ago.  

In the late 19th and early 20th century, there was a lot of fearmongering surrounding 

Catholics and Jews in Germany as well as the United States.75 One major reason as to why 

Catholics in particular were widely discriminated against in the United States, in some cases still 

in Germany, is due to the Protestant work ethic in these countries. The German sociologist Max 

Weber, who was active at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, has tried to show that Protestant 

values favored the expansion and the prosperity of a capitalist economy.76 “Weber emphasized 

that Catholicism and Islam had not developed the spirit of capitalism, but he did not argue that a 

non-Protestant society cannot produce the spirit of capitalism.”31 Despite the fact that he denied 

that non-Protestant countries could not establish a successful capitalist society, the idea of the 

influence of Protestant work ethic made people following this particular section of Christianity 

believe that they are better and harder workers and that people of other beliefs are lazy. This 

attitude is reflected in certain stereotypes that were projected on other people in the early 20th 

century, such as the lazy and drunk Irishman which has been used as a basis of discrimination 
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against them in the United States.77 Similarly, in Germany, due to the fact that most people living 

close to the Mediterranean Sea in Europe are Catholics, the Germans paint these people as lazy 

and project these ideas also on the Polish. A group that has been fairly recently painted as not 

contributing to societies and shunning work in Germany are Turkish and Middle-Eastern peoples 

who in various works and speeches of members and contributors to right-wing intelligentsia have 

been painted as unwilling to adapt into various European societies. The New Right in Europe and 

the Alt-Right in the United States have made it their task to demonize Muslims, and to ensure 

that all things related to Islam remain ostracized. 

Islamophobia is a substantial part of the rhetoric of the Identitarians, more so in Europe 

than in the United States. However, there is a considerable presence of islamophobia in 

American Right-wing politics as well. The reason for PEGIDA’s success is the German fear of 

the immigration of Muslims. The organization experienced a highpoint in 2015 and 2016 when 

more protestors flocked to their demonstrations.78  In “Germany Abolishes Itself” by Thilo 

Sarrazin, a German politician who aligned himself with the SPD, writes about the incapability of 

Muslim immigrants in Europe to integrate themselves effectively  

“No matter where in Europe, there are trends among the populace of Muslim 

immigrants that are all very similar in all affected countries: below average integration 

into the economy, over average dependency on welfare programs, under average 

education, special tendency to segregate themselves to form parallel societies, over 

average Criminality, whether its criminality on the streets or terrorist activity…”79 
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This listing of statements about the Islamic communities of Germany, and Europe in the bigger 

picture, gives a very negative impression about the Islamic populace. Sarrazin’s book serves as 

the intellectual foundation for the islamophobia of PEGIDA and also influences some of the 

more influential members of the AfD. However, his work is very controversial among 

intellectual political circles in Germany and the intellectuality of his work is rather dubious due 

to the fact that he seems to use cultural attributes and genetics interchangeably, as such as he 

talks about Muslims as one ethnicity although the Muslim population in Germany is made up of 

Africans, Middle Easterners, as well as Turkish people, all of which are rather different 

ethnicities with very distinct cultures and traditions. 80 However, painting Muslims as a monolith 

makes the case against them stronger for propaganda purposes and the condemnation of Muslims 

and the further arrival of them is a reason for the success of PEGIDA as well as the success of 

the AfD in recent years. Alexander Gauland claimed in an interview that the “refugees welcome” 

policy of Chancellor Angela Merkel is responsible for the success of the AfD due to the fact that 

there is some discontent and fear in the wider German populace in accepting and taking in those 

refugees. Touting Islamophobia is an extremely powerful tool in Germany, as well as the United 

States.  

 In the United States there is a great fear of Muslims, their religion, and their culture as 

well that is being exploited by the Alt-Right and other political groups alike. An example on how 

this fact can be seen in American society and political scene would be the candidacy of Donald 

Trump in the 2016 Presidential Race. One of his signature policies that he promised to enact was 
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a travel ban on all Muslims from certain foreign countries. One week after his inauguration, he 

“signed an Executive Order that banned foreign Nationals from seven predominantly Muslim 

countries from visiting the country for 90 days, suspended entry to the country of all Syrian 

refugees indefinitely…”81 Important figures such as Richard Spencer and Steve Bannon, who 

was Trump’s chief advisor at the time, celebrated this ban as good news in an effort to stem the 

immigration of non-Whites into the United States. Additionally, similar to German circles, the 

influential people of the American Alt-Right also have their doubts about the capacity of 

Muslims to be able to integrate themselves into society. In an interview Mike Enoch, who is an 

Alt-Right podcaster and founded The Right Stuff, which is one of the most prolific Alt-Right 

news networks, stated that Hispanics and Muslims could never be a part of American society due 

to the fact that they have very different identities from White Americans.82 Therefore there are 

commonalities with the way how German leaders of their far-right are propagating the case of 

Muslims because both are arguing that they are unfit to integrate into their respective societies. 

Additionally, another affliction affecting the Muslims in the United States is the fact that in 9 out 

of 10 cases of news reports about Muslims, Islam, or Islamic organizations are related to 

violence, war, or terrorism.83 Thus, a negative picture is painted of Muslims in the public news 

discourse.  

This discourse in modern day American media is rather similar to anti-Catholic sentiment 

in the early 20th century in certain news publications. For example, The Menace was a popular 
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newspaper in the first decades of the 20th century, at its height it had 1.5 million subscribers at a 

time when the overall population of the United States was about 85 million. The subscriber 

numbers indicate that the paper was fairly popular. The focus of this newspaper was to spread an 

anti-Roman-Catholic sentiment among the populace with headlines such as “Campaign to Make 

America Catholic Bring About Sad Tragedy at Marshall Texas…. Revival of Terrorist Tactics 

Indicates That Rome Prefers War to Peace.”84 This headline indicates that there was fear of the 

spread of Catholicism and depicted it as a threat to the American way of life. This also ties in 

with the German “Kulturkampf” of the late 19th century when the German government sought to 

curb influence of the Vatican among the German populace due to the fear that Rome might 

intervene in political affairs.85 The commonality between the fears that were stated at the time, 

and the fears stated today about Muslims are nearly identical. It indicates that these certain 

groups were discriminated against because they represented something “foreign.” They 

represented a culture which was foreign to the local culture and brought ideals which were not 

always compatible with the dominant culture at the time.  

 Overall, the research on the rhetoric of the Identitarians towards immigrants and Muslims 

in particular on both sides of the Atlantic is extremely similar to the rhetoric used against 

Catholics in the early 20th century in the United States and Germany. It is to be stated that two of 

the most prolific groups of immigrants into both countries, Hispanics in the United States, as 
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well as Poles in Germany, are both typically practitioners of the Catholic faith. Both of these 

groups are painted by right-wingers of both countries as cultural unfit “invaders” and in both 

countries the authorities separate children from their parents. This is reflective of the racial 

hierarchy as described by Jacobson, as well as the general anti-Catholic sentiment in both the 

United States and Germany. The mindset directed against these Catholic immigrants in the early 

20th century, being stereotyped as overly pious and as disturbing to the established order due to 

some sort of loyalty to a foreign power. Although this speculated loyalty to foreign entities is 

rather dubious, it is still a strong influence over people who are already concerned about foreign 

influence in their country. Additionally, due to the Protestant work ethic, the Catholic 

immigrants were seen as not productive and regularly portrayed as such. This is the case in both 

Germany and the United States as well concerning Poland and Mexico. Mexicans are stereotyped 

as vagrant workers who are not to be relied upon, this portrayal is eerily similar to how Poles are 

seen in Germany, who also travel to Germany for seasonal farm work and emigrate there for 

prospects of better earnings and a better life. However, Poles in Germany are also portrayed as 

unreliable vagrant workers who tend to disturb the peace and local norms.  

These views that have been held against Catholic immigrants for over a century are now 

being portrayed onto Muslim immigrants. This deflection of negative stereotypes upon Muslims, 

the new religious group that enters both countries, is a sign of resistance of local and traditional 

values being pitted against a new group of people. This rising target of hatred is also culturally 

different enough to justify actively discriminating against them and attract people to follow their 

ideology. The fear mongering of different peoples with different cultural habits is a central point 

for the rhetoric of the Identitarians for their goal to establish a White State. 
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       CHAPTER 3 

RIGHT WING WOMEN: THE PAST AND PRESENT GENDER DYNAMICS OF THE 

FAR RIGHT 

In the Charlottesville Protests of 2017, there were ten notable keynote speakers. All of 

these speakers were male. Approximately less than 20% of the attendees at the rally were female. 

86 This low female turnout does not reflect the overall influencers of the Alt-Right in the United 

States. In fact, women are among the most influential people in these movements and often act as 

a voice for them. A similar situation is at present in Germany. This chapter will examine the 

various ways how women have fought for the inclusion in various Nationalist movements, such 

as the KKK, and how they have shaped these movements during their struggle. These women 

were fighting for equality within difference with men, which meant that they overall fought for 

the same rights that men enjoyed. However, due to the traditionally constructed image of 

women, the social contributions of women in their ideal societies would differ from the 

contributions of the men.  Additionally, this chapter will deal with how these ideas are carried 

forward today with PEGIDA and Charlottesville, and how they make these Nationalist 

movements their own and how they adapt to the local circumstances regarding the advancement 

of women rights. 

Women have historically had an important role to play in the establishment and the 

success of various White Supremacist groups, whether that be in the United States, Germany, or 

the West at large. The Ku Klux Klan experienced a surge after the First World War in the United 
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States, various German Nationalist groups and political parties, such as the NSDAP would also 

be subject to surges in membership. While men stood at the front of these organizations, women 

have done substantial work in the background to enable these men, spread their message, and 

gain new followers. 

 In 1920, women won the right to vote in the United States after decades of struggle. 

There were several schools of thought among the suffragists. One of them advocated for full 

equality between men and women and sought to give women a voice of their own in public as 

well, however, the important group for this research would be the maternalist suffragists. “The 

term ‘maternalist’ has been used to describe practically any woman activist who used the 

language of motherhood to justify her political activities.”87 Thus they have attempted to gain 

power through women’s traditional roles such as being mothers and caretakers. In the years after 

the 19th Amendment was passed, the Ku Klux Klan experienced a resurgence in the United 

States. Although women were not allowed to join, they were not standing by the sidelines. 

Women have used the KKK in the 1920’s in order to achieve certain goals that they have worked 

towards in the previous decades. “The place of the women’s organizations associated with the 

Ku Klux Klan in Dallas is best understood when compared with the achievements, goals, and 

purposes of the many women’s clubs in Dallas… improving the city and making it a safer place 

for families.”88 These goals line up with the goals of the temperance league as well. In their 

view, the ills that plague society encompass drugs and alcohol because they are said to be 

inducive to crime and violence. Groups that were targeted and labeled prone for such tendencies 
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were marginalized groups of immigrants. A document from the Temperance League published in 

1890 that discusses the case of temperance in the United States stated when describing the 

challenges that the League faces  

“Strong as are the Prohibitionists and Local Option men in all the northern and western, 

as well as in some of the southern States, the Germans, not to speak of the Irish, and the 

liquor dealers, are in many States also so strong, and so fond of their beer that it is a 

hazardous thing for a political party to hoist the anti-liquor flag.”89  

 

Overall, the league faced the challenge that the mainstream political parties were afraid to 

alienate voters by advocating for Prohibition laws. Examining the language and the special 

emphasis in this section it becomes clear that new immigrants, such as Germans and the Irish 

were typically seen as drunks and thus in the way of progress. Concluding from this rhetoric it 

becomes clear that disturbance of the order of society and the alleged source of disorder in 

society which leads to its ills were due to minorities that did not fit in the picture of the White 

Anglo-Saxon Protestant. Other minorities, such as African Americans, especially African 

American men were stereotyped as being especially violent and craving to get sexually involved 

with White Women. This rhetoric that was used by the members of the Women’s Christian 

Temperance Union bears strong resemblance to the rhetoric used by KKK sympathizers later on. 

Thus, it comes to show that these political narratives were already extremely popular and 

effective in order to gain traction.  

 In 1923 the WKKK was founded, an all-female chapter of the KKK. This organization 

copied much of the male organization’s customs and traditions. However, their rhetoric was 
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rather different. “They used the KKK’s call for supremacy of White, native-born Protestants and 

interpreted it in a gender-specific way, as a vehicle to protect women and children, to preserve 

home and family life, and to demonstrate newly-won women rights.”90 The appeal of the KKK 

towards women cannot be explored while utilizing a framework that requires a polarized view of 

the world. Instead, the women in the KKK sought equality between the genders among WASP’s 

only, while advocating for policies that would ultimately hurt other groups in the United States, 

such as immigrant laborers, African Americans, Catholics, etc… These ideas are a continuation 

of the shaping of the WASP identity which largely took place ever since the foundation of the 

United States. 

 The WASP identity serves as a way to distinguish certain immigrant groups from others 

and determines whether they were able to Americanize or not, WASP’s were elevated above all 

other groups in the United States through the mindset that they are the destined rulers of the 

continent and would be the most law abiding citizens as well as the greatest rulers and therefore 

should be on top of society.91  However, the WKKK was still largely a conservative, right-wing 

organization thus family values, as well as traditions were at the forefront of these actions. It is 

noteworthy though that besides the political ideology of these organizations, the WKKK stressed 

the “interconnection between the public sphere of politics and the private sphere of the home.”92 
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Thus, the recruitment message of the women involved with Klan activities was rather similar to 

how previous women-led movements, such as the Temperance League, presented itself.  

The efforts that led to the founding of the WKKK were championed by a woman named 

Elizabeth Tyler. She was working to establish a female KKK branch since 1921 at this point, her 

goal was to expand the Klan through various means. She sought to expand the base of the Klan 

by ensuring that there is a greater selection of people that the Klan went against. This had to be 

done to ensure the expansion of the Klan due to the fact that African Americans at the time were 

still largely concentrated in the South and only recently started migrating to the North as well as 

the West. Tyler attempted to diversify the groups that the Klan was campaigning against in order 

to win greater appeal throughout the country.  

One of the biggest fundamentals of the Klan at that time was the incorporation of an anti-

communist message. In the 1920’s, shortly after the Russian October Revolution, the United 

States experienced a “Red Scare,” which means that every philosophy and policy that could lead 

to greater equality among the races, sexes, as well as socio-economic classes were perceived as a 

threat to the current order. “Anti-communism became a metaphor expressing Klansmen’s 

perception that all these hierarchies were linked in the material organization of society, and their 

belief that in tampering with one, all the others would be affected.”93 Thus, by preserving the old 

orders society is kept safe from the ideals of communism, and it also meant a diversification of 

the groups the Klan would operate against.  
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This newly incorporated stance meant to aim their rhetoric against union workers in the 

North, immigrants, or Catholics to name a few examples. This diversification of their platform 

meant greater appeal in the entire nation thus leading to greater recruitment numbers. The 

message the Klan used was that for the sake of preserving the family values of the WASP’s and 

to ensure its survival and dominance the undesired groups would have to be dealt with. 

Exploiting the hatred of these groups was ultimately an easy task, there already was a stark 

mistrust in Catholics and Nationalities who were traditionally mostly Catholic, such as the Irish 

and Italians. Pursuing discriminatory actions against these groups was nothing new either in the 

realm of the activism of White women. One of the goals of maternalism and early feminism was 

the elimination of parochial schools, mostly Catholic schools under the guise to protect 

Protestant family values and to ensure unity under Protestant values. Ultimately, Elizabeth Tyler 

was assassinated in 1924 over a scandal of funneling Klan funds to herself, some people claim 

that she was killed because of her being a woman and that she was a major reason for the 

expansion of the Klan in the 1920’s.  

 In Germany, there were similar developments as in the United States. Before women 

have gained the right to vote there were several women activist groups, such as the South 

German Catholic Workingwomen’s Union which was founded around 1903. This union was 

fighting for the rights of women in the working world. There were also members of the 

organization such as Elisabeth Gnauck-Kuehne, a middle-class Catholic convert working woman 

who openly rejected the idea that “the ‘women’s question’ would be solved only if women could 
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return to their homes.”94 Thus she was openly against the traditional paternalistic mindset in the 

Catholic Church, as well as most segments of society at the time, which desired that women 

would ideally be the homemakers and the man provide solely for the family. She also stood 

against the “double-burden” that women faced which was working in the workplace as well as 

being a homemaker at the same time. Thanks to the activism from women like her, and the hard 

work that women have accomplished working in factories during World War I in Germany, 

women gained the right to vote with the founding of the Weimar Republic in 1918.  

In the 1920’s there was a surge of Nationalist fervor in Germany and numerous right-

wing movements found more followers, including women. At first glance, all the women that 

have joined the cause of the Nazis willingly submitted to the idea that women are only supposed 

to be child bearers and home makers, the idea of the “Mother of the Volk.” The Nazis were 

aware that their views of women would attract critics from outside and within, therefore they 

have attempted to glorify this role of a Woman in a patriarchal society. This was an extremely 

important step due to the fact that during this time the new found influence of women voters and 

their new found political voice was recognized as extremely important, to summarize this 

viewpoint there is a quote by a German maternalist and suffragette from the 19th century named 

Louise Otto-Peters who stated: “If a political movement fails to appeal to women it is doomed to 

fail.” In a speech during the National Convention of the NSDAP in 1935 Hitler proudly touted 

“When our opponents say: You degrade women by assigning them no other task than that of 

childbearing, then I answer that it is not degrading to a woman to be a mother. On the contrary, it 
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is her greatest honor. There is nothing nobler for a woman than to be the mother of the sons and 

daughters of the people.”95 This proclamation is essential to the Nazi’s rhetoric about women. 

With these anti-feminist political stances, they hoped to return to a time when women were more 

involved in the home as opposed to the public sphere so they could bear more children and thus 

ensure the future of the German people in the view of the Nazi leadership. This speech was 

successful among traditionalist Germans and would also secure the support of other right-wing 

and conservative groups which feared that the Nazis would impose an order unbeknownst to 

them. 

 However, members of the party, especially women, did not necessarily agree with this 

stance and have argued against this idea of the place of women in a National Socialist society. In 

fact, some women have argued that the “traditional” place for themselves in society does not 

match with the goals of the National Socialist ideology. “Nazi militants believed that women, 

while different from men, were as capable and intelligent and could contribute to the German 

people in ways other than through motherhood. In a true German society, they insisted, women 

would work and fight for the common good alongside their men.”96  This view of women 

demonstrates that in the early years of the party, even during the first years of Hitler being in 

power, the party, as well as the views on what National Socialism stands for were not entirely set 

in stone yet. This view of women was a rather progressive one, arguably more progressive than 
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the ideas that the WKKK was bringing to the table in the United States due to the fact that the 

WKKK did not directly involve themselves into the violent affairs of their male counterpart.  

These female Nazi militants attempted to look for support of their arguments in the 

popularized anthropological theory which postulated matriarchy as the earliest form of social 

organization and argued that in ancient historic Germanic societies women had enjoyed the same 

opportunities as men. They relied heavily on German Nationalism and the callback to ancient 

Germanic traditions and practices which were encouraged by the leadership of the NSDAP. This 

is due to the fact that women had functions in high places in society such as priestesses, leaders, 

or even warriors, citing old German legends such as the Nibelungenlied in which one of the 

central characters was a powerful female warrior named Brunhild who was the equal of the 

protagonist Siegfried in many ways.97 They argued that the picture of women solely as 

homemakers and child bearers were introduced into German societies by Roman law and the 

Jews and therefore would be out of place in a truly German society. This argument however is 

rather lackluster because there is no evidence that ancient Germanic and Scandinavian societies 

were equitable in every sense. It is true that women had a greater responsibility in these societies 

than being a homemaker, such as ruling in case the men went to War and having the duty to 

defend their towns and villages in case of an enemy attack. However, they did not, except in 

extremely rare cases, enjoy the same freedoms that the men of the tribes did. Despite these 

shortcomings in their argumentation, their agenda demonstrated that they actively wanted to 
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contribute to the ideology and to the state that they were serving in more ways than being a child 

bearer.  

Women such as Irmgard Reichenau made the case that women could be child bearing as 

well as contribute to society in more ways. “Irmgard Reichenau’s essay on gifted women (a loner 

version of which she sent to Hitler in March of 1932) argued that women should have access to 

influential positions, not only for the good of the state, but also for their own personal 

fulfillment. She warned that unused talents often resulted in domestic tyranny, hysteria, or 

neuroses.”98 Furthermore, she made the case that women who are not full time child bearers 

make for better mothers and role models for their children and as an example she named Maria 

Theresa, an 18th century Austrian Empress who accomplished great feats while simultaneously 

bearing 16 children.10 However, despite these arguments and efforts, this rather egalitarian 

position has disappeared in the mainstream of the NSDAP as the party had consolidated around a 

certain set of values and punished those that were not advocating for these values. Thus, the 

notion of egalitarianism between the sexes in the NSDAP was dead.  

In both Germany and the United States, in the past there were efforts made in Nationalist 

groups to fulfill the goals of equality within difference between men and women. This effort was 

arguably more successful in the United States due to the fact that the WKKK played an active 

role in shaping the image of the KKK in the country and increased the appeal to join. While in 

Germany the women within the NSDAP sought more ambitious goals, such as fighting alongside 

their men on the battlefield, their efforts were ultimately fruitless but influential for future 
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generations of female Nationalists. Additionally, the Nationalists of the time on both sides of the 

Atlantic found ways to tie ideas of feminism together with their respective ideas of Whiteness. In 

the United States the Klanswomen sought to ensure that WASP’s stay on top of society, 

including Women, while in Germany the Nazi militant women have sought to recreate a 

mythical past in which German men and women fight together on the battlefield and lead their 

society together thus ensuring a harmonic truly Germanic society. In some ways these ideas of 

Nationalistic Feminism are continued within the PEGIDA and Alt-Right movements.  

It is a commonly held view that women were not heavily involved in hate groups ever 

since that period.99 However, there were cases of women working for the recruitment and the 

policies of the KKK ever since, an example of this would be the case of Sheila Beam, the wife of 

the Klan leader Louis Beam. She was treated as a martyr after having shot a Mexican police 

officer in 1987. “In an affidavit, Beam presented herself as an innocent White woman in need of 

the protection of White men. She said that she sustained an abdominal injury when the arresting 

officers threw her over a chair…”100 Thus she portrayed herself as the innocent White woman 

that was violated by non-White people, this would serve them to gain sympathy in the United 

States and lead to greater recruitment. Additionally, she helped her husband with the messaging 

of the Klan and helped with recruitment as well as the public image of the Klan.   

Ever since the 1990’s women have played a more public role in these groups and in order 

to bolster their numbers a few groups have even allowed women to serve as spokespersons and 
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leaders and have embraced them more openly and publicly. Such with the case of the woman 

Lana Lokteff, an Oregon native, who is respected by followers of Nationalist movements on both 

sides of the Atlantic. During a speech that she held in Stockholm in 2017 she starts by talking 

about the “power of a woman,” while this speech started sounding rather egalitarian, she 

immediately pivots from independent feminist rhetoric towards a more traditionalist stance 

“women are the key to the future of European countries not only as life giver but as the force that 

inspires men.”101 Her rhetoric in this speech reflects the rhetoric of Elizabeth Tyler and Irmgard 

Reichenau in the 1920’s and 1930’s. She states that women should be more than merely be the 

breeding machines for Whites, but should serve as inspiration in positions of leadership. Lokteff 

as being a leader of the Alt-Right herself drives to inspire the men in the movement herself and 

encourages other women to do the same. She continues the speech by touting that the media has 

not portrayed the involvement of women in the Alt-Right correctly because “they know when 

women get involved, a movement becomes a serious threat. Remember it was women that got 

Trump elected and, I guess to be really edgy, it was also women that got Hitler elected.”13 The 

statement that the involvement of women in a movement guarantee the survival and the success 

are reflective of the activity of Elizabeth Tyler within the structure of the KKK who has ensured 

the survival and growth of the organization. Additionally, she fulfills the criteria of Louise Otto-

Peters by highlighting that women are indeed involved in the Alt-Right and that therefore the 

movement has a chance to survive and prevail. Although her claim that women were responsible 

for the election of Trump and Hitler is only partially true due to the fact that the biggest group of 
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women supporting Trump were White suburbanites while women of other groups supported 

Hillary Rodham Clinton in the 2016 election by an overwhelming margin. This stance, however 

flawed, still resonates as an argument that women have a powerful voice in deciding the political 

discourse of a country within far-right circles. Nevertheless, she successfully argues that women 

have to be a part of a movement or otherwise these movements are destined to fail.  

Despite the fact that her influence is respected in Identitarian circles in Europe and the 

United States, there are major figures in these movements that oppose her view. George Hawley 

describes that while some elements of the Alt-Right are eager to have women involved in their 

politics another influential part of the Alt-Right despises women and does not want them to have 

any part.102 Richard Spencer, the quasi leader of the Alt-Right in the United States, said he is not 

sure whether women should have the right to vote in the United States. 103 It is to be noted that 

Spencer has spoken out against voting or elections in general in the past and is overall not fond 

of the idea of democracy. “In September 2016, he criticized Democratic presidential candidate 

Hillary Clinton – a former secretary of state – by making a sweeping and accusatory statement 

about how women behave. ‘Women should never be allowed to make foreign policy,’ he 

tweeted. ‘It’s not that they’re weak. To the contrary, their vindictiveness knows no bounds.” 103 

Thus he rejects the traditional notion that women are seen as softer, more caring people, and 

argues the exact opposite that women tend to be more merciless and aggressive. While this view 

is a departure held by most male leaders of Nationalist groups in the past, it shows an anti-
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women rights stance as well by simply describing women as vindictive, he ultimately uses a 

traditional argument used against women in leadership positions. Spencer in a certain way, states 

that women allow themselves to be too consumed by their emotions and thus are not able to 

make rational decisions.  

This anti-woman stance within the Alt-Right in the United States is reflected during the 

protests at Charlottesville as well reflecting George Hawley’s findings on this group. Hawley 

“estimates that 20 percent of alt-right supporters are women. But in Charlottesville, a far smaller 

portion of the crowd was female. All ten speakers at the rally were men.”104 The lack of female 

speakers with this amount of appearances is rather striking. Women such as Lokteff or Lauren 

Southern are influential women in the movement and most likely would have been honored to 

make an appearance at this rally. Interestingly enough though, Alt-Right women confine 

themselves to a more traditional role as a supporter and being supported as opposed to standing 

as major public figures of the movement on their own out of their own volition. “As for female 

empowerment, there’s nothing that has made me feel more empowered in my life than 

supporting and being supported by a strong man,” 104  Claudia Davenport, a female alt-right 

activist stated in an interview, she furthermore suggested that men and women should not try to 

be equal but let their own strengths shine through them. This statement is rather reflective of the 

idea in the American Alt-Right that women may have the same intellect as men and are just as 

capable, but remain rather different in many ways. Additionally, most men in the Alt-Right see 

White women as subjects of their protections from non-White peoples in order to maintain the 
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purity of White women. Interestingly enough though, women may not have been involved as 

heavily at the Charlottesville protests, however they were heavily involved in the public sphere 

by participating in marches together with the KKK in the 1920’s. A reason for the low 

participation of women in these protests might be that due to the fact that Alt-Right men feel a 

need to protect their women they do not want to expose them as much in the public. Although 

there were women marching with the Klan in the 1920’s, the reason that the men of the time 

might have allowed for this was because the Klan had considerable influence in the South and 

other parts of the country and thus would not face public humiliation and backlash. 

Ultimately, the American Alt-Right has an extremely binary view of the genders and 

seeks to continue the supportive involvement of women in their movements similar to Elizabeth 

Taylor’s contributions in the 1920’s with the KKK. These efforts can be seen in the Alt-Rights 

efforts to utilize women as propaganda in order to radicalize men.105 Additionally, some women 

are attracted to the more traditionalist stance of the Alt-Right due to the fact that some women 

wish for a more socially traditional role as a homemaker and feel alienated by more progressive 

feminist movements. 103  Thus the rhetoric of the Alt-Right concerning gender relations reflects 

the more traditional stance of equality within difference between men and women. 

In Germany, the situation for PEGIDA looks similar for women but is still rather 

different as compared to the United States, thus reflecting their cultural norms.  Arguably, 

equality between the sexes in Germany is more advanced as compared to the United States, the 
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Gender Equality Index placed Germany at rank 14 in 2017 while it placed the United States at 

Rank 41. 106 This index utilizes the “loss in potential human development due to disparity 

between female and male achievements in three dimensions: reproductive health, empowerment 

and the labour market. Overall, the GEI reflects how women are disadvantaged in these 

dimensions.”107 Thus, judging by their standards, the disparity between the sexes in Germany 

and the United States is rather different. This fact is also reflected in the philosophy of their far-

right movements. For example, women are found much more frequently in leadership positions 

in their far-right movements. Such as, when Lutz Bachmann, the leader of PEGIDA, stepped 

down a woman named Kathrin Oertel took over for six months until Bachmann returned, 

additionally it is to be noted that she is a founder of the organization herself. The participation in 

the public sphere concerning protests is greater as well as compared to the United States.  

According to a survey of PEGIDA protestors 25% of the attendees are female.108 While 

these numbers demonstrate that this movement is still dominated by men, it goes to show that 

women participate more in these events as their Alt-Right counterparts in the United States. Due 

to this greater active participation of women and the fact that gender equality in Germany is 

more advanced than in the United States, the Identitarians have to utilize a different rhetoric as 

compared to the more traditionalist anti-feminist rhetoric used by their American counterparts. 

An example on how their rhetoric is applied differently towards immigrants as compared to the 
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United States is that the German right frequently accuses the Muslim and Eastern European 

immigrants as not being as culturally advanced as Germans as seen in “Germany abolishes itself” 

which serves as an intellectual basis for much of the German Right. In the book Thilo Sarrazin 

makes the accusation that Islam, unlike Christianity, has not experienced the effects in the 

interpretation of their religious text yet as the West did during the Enlightenment era and thus 

“the road for women to reach gender equality in Islam seems to be longer.”109 As an example of 

this problem he cites the case of a strongly religious Turkish-German man who was ordered by 

his extremely religious family to kill his older sister because she lived differently than what was 

demanded of her.110 These passages show an important distinction to the more traditionalist 

rhetoric touted by the Alt-Right in the United States. While this passage does resemble a call to 

protect women from the culture of the immigrants, he cited an act of violence committed against 

a Turkish-German woman and not an ethnic German woman. Thus, a stark difference between 

the American Identitarians and the Germans Identitarians, at least from the perspective of their 

intelligentsia, is that the Americans seek to protect the bodies of their women, while the Germans 

seek to protect the rights of women. Both of these views are patriarchal in basis, however 

centering the rights of women, instead of the supposed purity that White women supposedly 

possess demonstrates that the Identitarians in Germany have found a different way to utilize 

women and their voices in the argument against taking in migrants and to promote their ideas of 

what should be considered German and what does not fit into Germany.  
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The German right-wing intelligentsia does seem to support the rights of women. 

However, there are some holes in PEGIDA’s supposedly women friendly façade. One of the 

demands that PEGIDA seeks to change in German society states as follows: “PEGIDA is against 

this ridiculous trend of Gender-Mainstreaming, that outright forces the political correct gender 

neutering of our language!”111 This point is built as an argument for free speech and a push 

against political correctness that members of the New Right seem to push for on both sides of the 

Atlantic. However, despite their seeming stance for full equality between men and women, their 

stance is rather traditional, and demands equality within difference. One instance where this 

mindset clearly shows itself is that they are against so called “gender mainstreaming.” “Gender 

mainstreaming” can be defined as a platform to put equality between the sexes and focus on 

women’s empowerment in order to achieve a society that is as equal among the sexes as 

possible. One policy of gender mainstreaming that the German government has introduced in the 

last decade was a regulation for boards of big companies that prescribes that at least 20% of the 

members of the company board need to be female. If PEGIDA actively seeks to abolish such 

policy then they would also be against advancing the interests and the equality of women within 

German society.  

Ultimately, women and the discussion around women in these far-right movements seems 

to be a centerpiece of their attention. Whether it was the KKK of the 1920’s, the NSDAP, or 

todays movements, White women were always attempting to be involved in some way in these 

organizations. Interestingly enough, there seems to be a trend of reversal of the success of 
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women in these movements in the United States and in Germany. Whereas the efforts of the Nazi 

women were rather fruitless in convincing the leadership to adopt some of their ideas, the KKK 

embraced Tyler’s ideas although they did not recognize that her ideas were essential in the 

survival and continued success of the Klan. Today, Alt-Right women in the United States carry 

influence in some circles of the movement. However, it does not reach as far as compared to 

Tyler’s reach in the 1920’s. This circumstance might also be due to the decentralized nature of 

the Alt-Right whereas the KKK was one organization with a centralized structure and authority. 

On the other hand, in Germany women were involved in PEGIDA from the day it was founded 

and were responsible in shaping the movement. Additionally, important spokes people of the far 

right in Germany are in fact women such as Alice Weidel for example. The treatment involved, 

as well as the philosophy concerning women is reflective of the stand of equality between the 

sexes in both countries. In Germany, the far-right intelligentsia have successfully painted 

themselves as champions for women’s rights against the patriarchal Muslims and thus found a 

way to include Germany’s overall positive stance on women into their platform. Women and 

women’s rights stand as an example of how the far-right in each country is able to shape their 

message in order to adapt to the local political climate and contribute to their success. 
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CONCLUSION 

The success of these far-right elements in society today proves that rhetoric used a 

hundred years ago by similar groups is still successful as long as it is adapted to current context. 

In Germany, children learn about the atrocious deeds of the Nazi regime very thoroughly as well 

as how they managed to take over the country. In the United States on the other hand, numerous 

school text books are still extremely euphemistic when it comes to the crimes against humanity 

committed by Americans and the US government, such as the genocide committed towards 

Native Americans. However, it is to be noted that the United States federal government has made 

some strides to acknowledge its own history of atrocity. An example of this would be the 

opening of the African American history museum next to the Smithsonian Museum in 

Washington D.C.  in 2016. Despite this education about atrocious deeds of the past which were 

caused by ideas of White Supremacy, White Supremacists still find ways to justify those past 

actions and sometimes are able to successfully distance themselves to some people from these 

events. Their success in recent years has been thanks to the fact that they have been able to adapt 

their message to current circumstances extremely well. 

The study of modern far-right movements is extremely important due to the fact that the 

tactics and rhetoric used by these modern movements reflect an evolution of the rhetoric of past 

movements. While on the surface the new movements look very different from past movements, 

a closer analysis and historical comparison reveals that there are more similarities than 

differences between far-right movements over time. Additionally, these far-right movements 

show a remarkable degree of adaptability due to the fact that they are successful even though the 

general consensus condemns them and their actions. 
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 Although the Alt-Right has lost its momentum as of now that it used to have in 2017, it 

still is imperative that future historians do not write off the Alt-Right as a mere historical 

footnote.112  Not many people identify as Alt-Right anymore due to the fact that the people who 

have identified as Alt-Right, despite not having White Nationalist sentiment, have left the 

movement and the fact that the Alt-Right is now so strongly associated with White Nationalists 

that it is pointless for these people to keep calling themselves Alt-Right in order to conceal their 

identity. When the movement emerged, it amassed a great number of followers rather quickly 

and in a very short period of time its preferred presidential candidate won an election. Therefore, 

the influence of this movement, as well as its activities are not to be dismissed. This movement 

can serve as a model for future emerging movements as well as future far-right movements. The 

rhetoric and strategies employed by the Alt-Right are useful to educate and warn the public about 

such volatile movements and then there can be hope that the Alt-Right will not have a successive 

movement that will pick up their torch and be as successful as them.  

 However, there always seem to be signs of prejudice in both societies that one day could 

manifest in a rebirth of the Alt-Right in a different form. In fact, due to the fact that the COVID-

19 virus and the epidemic came from China, Asian-Americans have faced numerous verbal and 

physical attacks and have been blamed for the damaging effects of the virus on society.113  There 

are still numerous groups in the United States advocating for the alt-rights goals. In Germany 

PEGIDA still has an extremely active base although it remains to be seen if the movement 

                                                           
112 “The Year the Alt-Right Went Underground,” Wired, accessed April 13, 2020, https://www.wired.com/story/alt-

right-went-underground/. 
113 Loffman, Matt. “Asian Americans Describe 'Gut Punch' of Racist Attacks during Coronavirus Pandemic.” PBS. 

Public Broadcasting Service, April 7, 2020. https://www.pbs.org/newshour/nation/asian-americans-describe-gut-

punch-of-racist-attacks-during-coronavirus-pandemic. 
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survives after the refugee crisis is over. Even if the movement does not survive, its ideas will due 

to the fact that PEGIDA’s ideas have existed before its founding.  

It is imperative for Germans and Americans to keep the memory of these movements 

alive and not merely see them as flukes that passed by. The Alt-Right and PEGIDA both are the 

manifestations of the darker aspects of the cultures of both countries. They continue the 

traditions of hate and exclusionary ideas that have been present a hundred years ago as well. 

Thus, it is absolutely imperative that future historians should study these movements closely and 

draw comparisons to the movements of the past in order to stop future far-right movements from 

succeeding.   
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